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Overview  
 

Rapture the Flag is a multiplayer team-based objective game where players take 

control of the forces of either heaven or hell and battle it out for control of the souls of 

the recently departed. Unlike other capture the flag games, our game features a unique 

attack and defense style combat system where strategy, forethought, and positioning 

are rewarded. Crazy projectile ricochets, powerups, and fast respawns cause Rapture 

the Flag games to be hectic yet strategic. Teams of two battle for control of each other's 

soul flag in an arena filled with moving walls, spinning pillars, and even the occasional 

patch of hellfire. The goal of the base game mode is to capture the enemy's flag while 

protecting yours. To do that players can either shoot projectiles that ricochet off 

surfaces, or use their shield to deflect back enemy projectiles. The shield is a unique 

part of each character that allows them deflect enemy projectiles, ricochet them back at 

enemies or off walls, and unleash devastating short range cones of flame or arclight. 

However this shield and its powers come at a cost of mobility and speed. Players will 

need to balance between moving fast and firing fireballs and slowly and strategically 

moving with the mighty shield  in order to succeed. In regards to map layout, Rapture 

the Flag features a number of different map layouts to play in. Moving obstacles, pillars, 

shields, and other environmental obstacles allow players to ricochet bullets in 

unsuspecting trajectories, as well as out maneuver opponents. Power ups funnel the 



fighting towards the middle of the map, where players can absorb cosmic rifts to fire 

devastating laser beams, leave trails of flames in their wake, or even transform into the 

legendary Arc-Angel or Arch- Demon.  

 

Gameplay 

 

1. Default Game Mode - There will be four total players per game, with two 

on the Angel side and two on the Demon side. The goal for each team is 

to acquire the other team’s flag in order to score points. At the end of the 

round’s time limit (Two minutes), the team with the higher score wins. 

2. Flag Capturing - In order for a player to score a point, they must capture 

the enemy team’s soul flag. This is done by reaching the opposing team’s 

base, and touching the flag to pick it up. While holding the flag, they will 

move slower, and will not be able to use any other actions aside from 

movement and rotation. To secure the point, they must bring the soul flag 

to their respective base. Once this happens, their team will score a point, 

and a new soul flag will appear to replace the one that was lost. If a player 

is killed while holding the soul flag, they will drop it where they are and this 

will leave the opportunity for someone else to pick it up. If a team member 

picks up the opposing team’s flag, they can continue to try and bring it to 

their base for a point. If the team who owns the flag grabs it, they have the 

opportunity to bring it back to their base and protect it again. 



3. Controls(Refer to Visual Design Document under this for clarity): The 

controls will be split into two main gameplay modes but will use the same 

controls. All players by default must use Xbox 360 or Xbox One 

Controllers.The left joystick will control the player’s movement, and the 

right joystick will control the player’s rotation. Based on the direction they 

are facing, they can either perform an attack in that direction, or hold a 

shield out to block incoming projectiles. If they are holding a shield (Left 

Trigger), they can throw a short ranged punch using the attack button 

(Right Trigger). If they are not using the shield, they will move slower and 

can use the attack button to shoot out a long ranged projectile that can 

ricochet around the map three times. Both attacks will have a one second 

cooldown for usage.  

4. Attack/Defense(Refer to Visual Design Document under this for 

clarity) - The main strategy in the game aside from flag capturing is the 

combat. The beams that characters shoot will be shot out in their 

respective color (Angels = blue; Demons = red) and will kill an opposing 

member if they are hit. If an opposing member blocks an attack with their 

shield, the attack will change colors, and be able to harm the opposing 

team. For example, if a demon shoots out a red shot and an angel blocks 

it, it will change blue and gain the ability to destroy any demon it hits 

before disappearing and vice versa. It is important to keep in mind that 

using the shield to aim where a deflected shot will hit is important as well, 



and players can use this deflection to their advantage for strategic shots. 

The top players will be able to swiftly swap between shooting out attacks 

to kill the opponents and blocking to deflect shots.  

5. Player Death - If a player is hit by an enemy shot or punch, they will die. 

After three seconds, they will respawn in a random spawn location on their 

team side. These spawn locations will vary based on the map, but will 

always be on their respective half of the map. When a player respawns, 

they will have invincibility for one second in order to prevent spawn 

camping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Visual Design Doc 

 

 

 

 



Game Elements  

 

Projectiles:  

● Fired from the front of the player 

● Ricochet off of surfaces as well as shields 

● Bullets fired by the demons cannot hurt one another and vice versa for the 

angels 

● If a bullet is reflected, it changes to that type (ex. If a demon fires a bullet, 

and an angel reflects it, it becomes an angel controlled bullet, can no 

longer hurt angels unless reflected by the demons.  

● Change color to indicate whether it is currently angel or demon controlled 

 

Shield: 

● Can be toggled on and off using the right trigger 

● Deflects both allied and enemy projectiles on collision 

● While active the fire button instead creates a short ranged cone attack that 

can penetrate enemy shields 

● While active causes the player to move at a significantly slower speed 

 

Powerups:  

● Spawn along the center dividing line of the map 

● Players can interact with them by holding a button while inside them 



● Sample powerups include a long range laser beam that can puncture 

shields but causes the player to rotate slowly while active 

● Increased size, invulnerability, and access only to a heavy knockback 

melee attack 

● Activate as soon as they are picked up by players 

 

Respawning:  

● A player dies either by a projectile or melee attack 

● After a short second or two delay, a player respawns in a random position 

along their sides back line 

● Players of respawn receive a brief period of invulnerability to stop spawn 

camping 

 

Flag Interaction: 

● Players can only pick up the opposite team's flag 

● When a player picks up the enemy's flag, they lose the ability to shoot or 

shield themselves, and move at a slower rate 

● When a player with the flag is killed, they drop the flag where they died 

● Players can return their flag back to their flag holster by standing near it 

without any enemies in the area. 

● Players capture flags by taking them from the enemy holster back to their 

holster. 



Artistic Style 

● The artistic style of our game will be based in 2D.  

● The art style of the game is gratuitous amounts of stylized artistic merit 

with bold outlines, and has a heavy cartoon type style.  

● I draw my inspiration for the art style of the characters from the artist 

Jhonen Vasquez, who created the Invader Zim TV show and Johnny The 

Homicidal Maniac comic book series.  

○ e.g.  

 

● My inspiration for the characters themselves come from the historical lore of 

demonology and mythology of angels. Each character will have distinct 

characteristics of the angel or demon whom they are named after.  

○ e.g. the angel Uriel is the Angel of Fire, and is depicted with his wings 

ablaze and a sword of flames.  

 

● The mood of the game is upbeat with bold colors and the popping cartoon art 

style, to give off the excitement of the angels versus demons capture the flag 

game.  



● I wanted each character set to have distinct colors. More deep purples and reds 

for the demons and greys and browns, and then the angels having the light 

pastel and bright pinks and blues to really make sure that they can be 

distinguished. 

    

Process 

● Week 1 (10-11/10-13) 

○ Tuesday - Final Game Design Document. 

○ Thursday - MVP fully made. 

● Week 2 (10-18/10-20) 

○ Tuesday - Implementing art without animations. 

○ Thursday - Fully implement score and finalize main game mode. 

● Week 3 (10-25/10-27) 

○ Tuesday - Start implementing soundtrack music. 

○ Thursday - Finalize the main game mode. 

● Week 4 (11-1/11-3) 

○ Tuesday - Begin adding other maps. 

○ Thursday - Fully implement power ups. 

● Week 5 (11-8/11-10) 

○ Tuesday - Begin character animations. 

○ Thursday - Begin adding a second game mode. 

● Week 6 (11-15/11-17) 



○ Tuesday - Begin implementing out of game features (Title Screen,  

Character Select, Controller Mapping, etc.) 

○ Thursday - Finalize second game mode. 

● Week 7 (11-22/11-24) 

○ Tuesday - Begin adding new characters and game modes. 

○ Thursday - Finalize out of game features. 

● Week 8 (11-29/12-1) 

○ Tuesday - FInalize character animations. 

○ Thursday - Begin adding more maps. 

● Week 9 (12-6/12-8) 

○ Tuesday - Finalize all maps. Add in final characters. 

○ Thursday - Finalize all game modes. Add in final animations. 

● Week 10 (12-13/12-15) 

○ Tuesday - Create game trailer. Final game polish. Go over process for 

uploading game. 

○ Thursday - Upload game to Steam Greenlight. 

Appendix (All other art references) 

 


